
 

 Ravencourt GPS Tracker  

  

Please retain these instructions for future reference. These instructions are also available in other 

formats.  
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Special warning 

IMPORTANT: There will be some areas and locations where there is no available mobile signal where 

this device will not function to provide a location. 

  

IMPORTANT: Please note that the fall detection facility is only intended as an indication that a fall may 

have occurred. Because of the risk that it may not detect certain types of falls it should not be relied 

upon to detect every fall. 

  

Please note: It is water resistant, meaning that it can be exposed to splashing or rain. It is not 

waterproof and must not to be immersed in water. 

  

This GPS tracker helps to keep loved ones safe. Whether being used for 

the elderly, for blind and partially sighted, or those with Dementia, you can 

monitor location from a smartphone or tablet with Google Maps, have two-

way voice calls, set geographic fences, and listen in to check up on your 

loved ones.  

You can configure up to 3 mobile phone numbers to communicate and 

send commands to the tracker.  

  

  

            Items supplied with the GPS tracker 

• GPS tracker 

• USB to micro-USB charger lead 

• Plug adaptor 



• Charging cradle 

  

 

                                   Orientation 

   Front 

The tracker is a blue oval shaped device with a large silver button on the front which is the SOS button. 

Just below the SOS button and slightly to the right is a small hole which is the microphone.  

In the top right-hand corner is a long cut out area where a lanyard or keyring can be attached (not 

included).  

  

Back 

On the back of the device are a series of small holes which is the speaker; they can be found at the top.  

Along the bottom edge on the back are four circular charging contacts.  

  

Left 

Towards the top of the left edge is a rectangular button which is the on/off button.  

Either side of this is an LED indicator.  

Just below is a micro USB socket which is covered by a small protective cover. 

                                 

Activating your tracker 
Your tracker is fitted with a global roaming SIM card which connects it to any available mobile phone 

network. 

The SIM number and telephone number are printed on a label on the outside of the box. You will need 

the telephone number to control the tracker functions and register on the tracking platform. 

Your SIM must be activated before it will operate. 

The SIM is supplied with £2 of credit already allocated to it at no cost to you. 

To activate the SIM go to www.globalm2msim.com then select ACTIVATE in the page top menu. 

  

Next it will ask “Did you buy your SIM card from this website?” select “No”.  

http://www.globalm2msim.com/


Next enter the 19-digit SIM identifier number and the 11-digit mobile Tel. number starting 074…which is 

printed on the label under the box lid and on the plastic card.  

Then follow the on-screen instructions to activate the card.  

  

You can also top up the SIM and set notifications and/ or low credit warning messages via the 

www.globalm2m.com website. It is not possible to top up the SIM card anywhere else. 

  

IMPORTANT: Once the SIM card is activated, send a text command to the tracker as follows, 

“S1,mobiledata” . The device will reply “Set APN OK!”. This means that the SIM card will now pick up 

GPRS. 

 Device Charging 

For the first time use, please fully charge the battery for around two to three hours. 

 

Using the USB charger or using the docking station to charge 

To plug the micro USB cable directly into the device, lever up the rubber, long cap found on the left-

hand side, closest to the bottom edge. Insert the micro USB connector into the tracker. Now insert the 

opposite end of the cable into the designated AC plug adaptor. Plug the adaptor into an appropriate 

mains wall socket 

  

Please note: do not force the connectors into sockets as they only go one way. Force could damage the 

connections. 

When charging, the RED LED (on docking station) will be blinking. After fully charging, the RED LED will 

be solid. 

To use the cradle, connect the micro USB side of the cable into the appropriate docking station port and 

connect the other end of the cable into the designated AC plug adaptor. Plug the adaptor into an 

appropriate mains wall socket. Then place the device on the docking station so that the button is facing 

forward out of the cradle, with the cable coming out the back. 

  

Please note: do not force the connectors into sockets as they only go one day. Force could damage the 

connections.  

When charging, the RED LED (on docking station) will be blinking. After fully charging, the RED LED will 

be solid. 

Switching the device on and off 

http://www.globalm2m.com/


To turn on the device: press the side power button for one second, all the LEDs will flash rapidly. Device 

can be also turned on automatically by charging via USB or by putting it into the docking station. 

To get an initial location, use outdoors or near a window so the device may fix onto the satellites. 

To turn off the device: press and hold the side button and SOS button together for 1 second until the 

LEDs turn off. 

  

What do the lights mean? 

Power Status LED – blue 

LED: Blue on (solid); state: the device is charging. 

LED: Blue blinking quickly; state; battery power is lower than 15%. 

LED: Blue off or blinking slowly; state: device has been fully charged or not charging. 

  

GSM LED – green 

LED: Light shows a single flash rapidly every three seconds; state: the device is connected to the GSM 

network. 

LED: Light shows a double flash rapidly every three seconds; state: the device is registered to the GPRS 

network. 

LED: Light shows a slow flash every three seconds; state: the device is connecting to the GSM network. 

LED: Light Solid (not flashing); state: No SIM Card is detected. 

  

GPS LED – blue 

LED: Light shows a single flash rapidly every three seconds; state: the device has a GPS positioning fix. 

LED: Light shows a flash every 3 seconds (every one second on and three seconds off; state: the device 

has no GPS fix. 

LED: Blue Off (when device not charging); state: the GPS chip is sleeping. 

  

Functions 

Activating an SOS Alarm 

Press and hold the SOS button for 3 seconds until the device vibrates, and a green light starts to flash 

rapidly to confirm the request. After that, an SOS Alarm "Help me!" will be sent to all authorized phone 

numbers. It will also dial the 3 authorized numbers in sequence. If the tracker fails to connect to the first 

number, it will call the second one. In case the second number fails to be connected as well, the system 



will connect to the third number. If device fails to call all 3 numbers, it will start to dial the numbers 

again after 5 minutes. This will continue until one of the phones answer the call. 

To end the call, press the SOS button on the front of the device. 

  

Making a phone call to designated number 

To make a call, press and hold the side button for three seconds and you will hear a beep. The green 

light will flash rapidly to confirm the request, and then it will dial the second number. To end the call, 

press the SOS button. 

  

                 Sending commands by SMS (Text) 

Please note: This product requires commands to be sent by text. All commands have no spaces; ensure 

that no spaces are used when sending commands. Quotation marks have been used around the 

commands to emphasise the command only in the instructions, do not include quotation marks when 

sending commands. A “/” within a command means you need to choose what type of command you 

want to send. For example, “M/KM” within a command requires you to choose meters or kilometers. 

When the command says, “followed by”, do not include the words “followed by” within the command; 

ensure that the second part of the command is sent within the same text. 

  

To set the tracker, you will need to send SMS texts containing specific “commands” to the tracker phone 

number. These are sent from a configured phone (see Configuration below).  

  

Configuration and Operation by SMS (Text) 

 

To Set the authorised number 

It is not mandatory for all three of the authorised numbers to be set, however a minimum of one must 

always be set.  

•        Command: “A1” (To set as the number you are texting from) or “A1,phone number”. 

Note: With no spaces in the text, case-insensitive. 

Example: “A1” or “a1,123456789”. 

Using your mobile phone, send “A1” to the phone number of the device, it will reply: Set mobile number 

1 OK! 

To delete this number, you can send “A0” to the tracker. 

•        Command: “B1” or “B1,phone number”,  



Example: “B1” or “b1,123456789”. 

The device will reply: Set mobile number 2 OK! 

To delete this number, you can send “B0”. 

•        Command: “C1”  or “C1,phone number”  

Example: “C1” or “c1,123456789” 

The device will reply: Set mobile number 3 OK! 

To delete this number, you can send “C0”.                                            

  

 Modify the Time zone 

The default time has been set to GMT (UTC) for a time zone different to GMT (UTC) the necessary 

adjustment can be made . 

Command: “TZ” followed  by “+00” or “-00”  

Note: the time must be shown in 2 digits and at maximum 23 hours in value. “+” in the “time zone” 

portion of the text advances the time. The symbol “-“ in the “time zone” puts the time back. 

Example: “tz+01”, the system will add one hour based on GMT.   

Example: “tz-02”, the system will minus two hours based on GMT time. 

GMT - UTC time has been set as default time. 

  

Give your tracker a name 

Command: “name1,user name”.  

Example: “name1,Emma”, the tracker will reply “Add name ok!” The tracker name will now be Emma.  

To delete name, you can send “name0”. 

 

To locate the tracker using a smartphone 

Command: “loc”. 

The device will reply with a link to map location.  

Click on the link then the location can be shown directly on Google Maps on your mobile phone. 

 

 

 Reply with Address 



Command: “add”. 

Notes: This function needs GPRS function support.  

The device will reply “Add: High Street, Any town, UK”. 

  

 Low battery alarm 

When the unit’s battery is less than approximately 15%, it will send an SMS alarm “BAT: LOW!” to all 

authorised numbers. If the battery is less than approximately 15%, the blue light will flash rapidly to 

warn the user to charge the device as soon as possible. An audible sound is not raised to alert the holder 

of the low battery; you may wish to call the holder to charge the tracker.  

Command: “Low 1”. This is used to activate the low battery alarm. 

To turn off this function, please send “Low0” the device. 

           

 Command password protection 

Command: “123456lock”. 

After you send this command, it will require a password in front of all commands (except reboot and 

RESET!). For example, “123456LOC”, “123456A1” etc. (Default password is 123456). 

  

IMPORTANT: Do not lose the password or the device will be inoperative. 

  

To remove password protection, just simply send “123456unlock”. 

  

Change password 

Command: “OldpasswordH" followed by “new password”. 

Example: “123456H666666”.  

The password now is changed to 666666 

The pre-set password won’t be erased by changing a new SIM card. 

Be sure keep the new password safely. 

IMPORTANT: Make sure the new password is in 6 digits, or else the tracker cannot recognise the 

password. 

 

 



 

 GEO-Fence Alarm 

GEO-Fencing allows you to set 3 different distance perimeters around the GPS tracker. For example, Geo 

fence 1 may be 100metres around the tracker, Geo fence 2 may be 2 kilometers and Geo fence 3 may be 

10 kilometers. You can turn each one of these on and off using the instructions below.  

Command: “G” followed by “X,Y,Z,xxxM/KM”. See meaning of X, Y and Z below. 

Example: G1,1,0,100M. 

Notes: No spaces in between.  

X equals the number of Geo fence (1-3), user can set 3 Geo fences. If Y equals 0, this turns off the 

function. 

If Y equals 1, this turns on the function. 

If Z equals 1, the tracker raises an alarm when it enters the pre-set area. If Z equals 0, the tracker raises 

an alarm when it breaches the district. 

Xxx is the pre-set distance to the tracker’s original place, must be 3 digits. M means meters, KM means 

kilometers.  

The device will send the message to the authorised numbers as “Geo fence alarm!+GPS info” when it 

breaches the area that you set. (User must set this function when the blue light is flashing rapidly).  

To turn off this function, please send “G1,0” or “G2,0” or “G3,0”. 

  

 Over-Speed alert 

This alert is aimed to detect “over-speed”.   

Command: “speed1,” followed by the speed.  

Notes: The speed must be in km/h in 2 or 3 digitals. (01~255km/h).  

Example: “speed1,100”. 

Suppose the over-speed alert that we want to set is 100km/h, when the device exceeds 100km/h, it will 

send the message “Over-speed! +GPS Info” to all registered phone numbers.  

To turn off this function, please send “speed0” to the device. 

  

 Movement Alert 

Command: “M1,xxxM/KM”.  

Notes: xxx must be 3 digits. M means meters, KM means kilometers. 



The tracker must be stationary when setting this function.  

Example: “m1,100m” 

When the tracker moves beyond 100 meters, it will send an SMS alarm to all registered phone numbers.  

To turn off this function, please send “M0” to the device. (The settings must be at least 50 meters). 

  

 Listen-in (voice wiretapping) 

This function allows a configured phone to make a silent call to the tracker. The tracker answers the call 

automatically and allows the caller to hear what is happening around the tracker. There is no voice 

indication that the call is in progress.  

Command: “L1A1,B1,C1”  

To turn off this function, please send “L0” to the device. 

  

 Motion alarm 

With this function, the device will detect motion every selected period of time e.g. 2 hours.  

Command: “V1,xxS/M/H”. 

Note: No spaces in between, S means seconds, M means minutes, H means hours, xx means the time 

you set and must be two digitals. 

Example: “V1,05M”. 

Device will detect motion every 5 minutes and will send an SMS warning alarm to all registered phone 

numbers. 

To turn off this function, please send “V0”. 

  

Turn off 3 LEDs 

Command: “LED1”.  

The device will reply “LED off” and later LEDs will stop flashing, but the device is actually on.  

To turn on LEDs, please send “LED0”. 

  

Fall detection 

Very Important - Please note that the fall detection facility is only intended as an indication that a fall 

may have occurred. Because of the risk that it may not detect certain types of falls it should not be 

relied upon to detect every fall.  



How it works: The device must sense height, impact and angle etc. The height must be above 1 meter 

and angle change over 45 degrees. The authorised numbers will be alerted without the user pushing SOS 

button when the fall sensor is activated.  

Due to the daily life activities (like some sports, sitting down suddenly, etc.), sometimes device may 

detect a fall incorrectly, this situation may cause false alarm. However, users can manually cancel the fall 

alert by pressing SOS button during its beeping. 

  

Command: “FL1”. 

After you send “FL1”, the device will send SMS alarm to all registered phone numbers once detect fall. 

Command: “FL2”. 

After you send “FL2”, the device will send SMS alarm to all registered phone numbers once detect fall. It 

will also dial the 3 authorised numbers in sequence. To turn off this function, please send “FL0”. 

  

Outgoing Call control 

Command: “CALL1”. 

With this command, all registered numbers can receive calls from the tracker including SOS alarm or fall 

alarm calls.  

Command: “CALL0” 

With this command, the registered numbers will NOT receive any calls from the tracker even SOS alarm 

or fall alarm calls. 

 

Disable SMS alarm 

To turn off all SMS alarms i.e. GEO fence, location, fall alert, and low battery, send Command: “SMS0”. 

 To enable SMS and GPRS alarms, just simply send command “SMS1” (default setting). 

  

Check settings 

This is to find what functions have been enabled and disabled on the tracker. 

 

Command: “status”. 

The device will reply E.g. A+8613812345678 B13912345678 C13712345678; Speed: 0,100km/h; 

GEO:0,0,0; VB:1,10S; MV:1,100; LED:0; TZ:2.0; LI: 1; PS:1; DS:0,3M; FL:1; Bat: 95%; SMS:0;LOCK:0.  

To recognise the meaning of “0”& “1”.   



The number “0” implies that the function is turned off; whilst “1” indicates that the function is turned 

on. 

  

 Reboot device 

Command: “reboot”. 

The device will restart itself without changing any settings. 

  

 

Device 5 working modes 

 

Live Tracking Mode (1) 

Command: “PS0”.  

In this mode, both GSM and GPS chip are always working. Battery can last 18-24 hours. 

  

Smart Power Saving Mode (2) (default working mode) 

Command: “PS1”.  

In this mode, GPS chip is off when there is no movement or no phone usage/alarm/SMS. Battery life is 

not wasted when the device isn't moving. GSM/GPRS chip is always working to receives calls, SMS and 

transmits location. The GPS chip is activated by motion, incoming calls and SMS. 

Under normal use, battery can last 3 - 7 days. 

  

Deep Sleeping Mode (3) 

Command: “DS1” or “DS1,xxM/H”.  

Both GSM and GPS chip will be off to save power, the device is unable to receive calls or SMS.  

It can be only activated by movement. Once movement is detected, it will run for the set time and sleep 

again if no movement is detected. 

Battery can last 40 days if no movement at all. 

To turn off this function, send “DS0”. 

  

 Working mode (4) 



Command: “Mode4”.  

In this working mode, the device can receive SMS and calls. But the GPS chip only wakes up and updates 

location if the user presses the button or receives a phone call/text message. 

Without pressing the button or receiving a phone call/text message, the GPS chip will “sleep”. 

  

 Time interval working mode (5) 

Command: “Mode5,xxS/M/H”. 

Example: “Mode5,10M”. 

The device will update the location every 10 minutes. 

In this working mode, the device can receive SMS and calls and it updates location according to the time 

you set. 

  

 Built-in Memory 

The device has built in 8MB flash memory. It will store the GPS information when it does not have GSM 

network coverage (i.e. very low population density areas, some mountainous terrain, underground 

areas etc.). The device will transmit GPS locations to the WEB server automatically once the GSM 

network is recovered. 

  

   Care of your tracker 

Please comply with the instructions to extend the unit life: 

•        Don’t use and store the unit in very dusty places 

•        Don’t put the unit in overheated or over cooled places 

•        Clean the unit with a piece of dry or dampened cloth. Don’t clean in chemicals or with detergent. 

Never immerse in water 

•        Don’t disassemble the unit 

  

 

             Technical specification 

•        Mainframe Dimension: 61mm*43mm*16mm 

•        Net Weight: 35g 

•        GSM Frequencies: 900/180/850/1900Mhz 



•        GPS chip: U-blox G7020 (Support AGPS) 

•        GPS sensitivity: Cold start: -148dBm  Hot start: -162dBm 

•        GPS accuracy: <2.5m 

•        Time to First Fix: Cold start 32s, Warm start 11s, Hot start 1s 

•        Charging Voltage: 5V DC 

•        Battery: Chargeable 3.7V 800mAh 

•        Standby: Current ≤2mAh 

•        Storage Temperature: -40°C to +85°C 

•        Operation Temperature: -20°C to +80°C 

•        Humidity: 5%-95% non-condensing 

  

  

  

 

  

This product is CE marked and fully complies with all applicable EU legislation.  

At the end of the product’s life you can return it to the supplier or manufacturer for free of charge 

disposal.  This is to comply with ‘The Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive’ (WEEE).  

 


